Abstract -Intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is a software system designed using artificial intelligent techniques (comprising of Fuzzy Logic, Neural-Networks, Bayesian networks, Ontology, Genetic Algorithms and Software Agents) to provide an adaptive and personalized tutoring suitable to each individual student based on his/her profile or characteristics. In this paper we intend to employ the use of Fuzzy logic and Ontology techniques to model the student's learning behaviour with the aim of improving the learning path and increase the system's adaptability. The use of fuzzy logic in this context is to enable the computational analysis of the student's characteristics and learning behaviours in order to handle the uncertainty issues related to the student model design. Ontology is a vital tool for managing knowledge in a particular domain and is one of the recent techniques used to design the representation of student's cognitive state.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ITSs are software programs that provide support to the teaching and learning activities. The goal of these systems is to provide an automated alternative and modern way of changing the roles of a human teacher and improving it. An important characteristic of these intelligent tutoring systems is that they have the ability to make their instruction adaptive to cater for the needs and aspirations of each individual learner as much and better as human tutors can do. A standard architecture for these systems is made up of four basic components comprising of the student module (who to teach), the pedagogical module (how to teach), the domain module (what to teach) and the interface module (user-system interactive environment). One way to achieve the adaptation by ITS systems is through modelling the student module component of a typical ITS system. But the task of building an accurate student model is always faced with serious and challenging issues because the information available during initial interaction with the student is always explicit and such information can only gives a partial representation of the expected student's knowledge state [1] . This partial representation of the knowledge state creates a major problem of having an inherent uncertainty in the student behaviour and current knowledge state. To deal with this uncertainty issue in student modelling, the Fuzzy logic technique is employed to provide an effective learning path for both the students and the tutors [5] . Effective use of the fuzzy logic technique can provide a means of diagnosing (improving the prediction accuracy) of the complete student behaviour and that can also equip the learning environment with intelligent reasoning abilities. The intelligent reasoning abilities can be used to generate pedagogical recommendations based on each individual student's profile and learning style. Both students and instructors in the learning environment can benefit through the implementation of the fuzzy logic technique by using the approach as a tool to encode knowledge in both structured and non structured form to solve pedagogical, adaptive and personalized recommendation issues [14] .
II. RELATED LITERATURE

A. Overview of Student Model Design
The student model as one of the major components of a standard ITS system reflects what the system can infer about the student's cognitive state. The goal of the student model design is to make any typical ITS system adaptive in order to specify learning path suitable to each user, monitor and manage user's activities, identifying the user needs and preferences and to dynamically exploit both the student knowledge and domain knowledge to enhance the teaching and learning process [3] . Developing an adaptive learning system can sometimes be challenging due to the individual differences that exist among students. Every student has his/her peculiar needs, preferences and characteristics [12] . The student modeling technique proves to be a promising approach to effectively handle all those challenges not only within ITS systems but can be extended to most educational software applications that are intended to be adaptive and personalized.
B. Student Model Design
Recently, a number of works involving student model design have been developed with the aim of improving the intelligent tutoring system environment to be more adaptive and personalized to handle all issues related to student component of an ITS. Almost all the existing platforms use various artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to model the systems. Some uses single AI technique while others uses multiple AI techniques to achieve this objective. But regardless of which technique is employed, the idea remain the same i.e. they all aim at improving the teaching and learning process in any ITS. The table below gives a summary of some of the models describing their features and the techniques used to model them. 
III. THE MODELING TECHNIQUES
A. Fuzzy Logic Technique in Student Modeling
A major issue of great concern in student modelling is the inherent uncertainty that exist due to lack of sufficient information with high degree of certainty to build this model. Tracking the student's activities in the system is one way of dealing with this issue because it helps in providing the sufficient information needed to build the student profile. But when these activities do not happen, then the only way to diagnose the situation is to apply efficient AI techniques that can provide the model with the required information having a higher degree of accuracy from the small and uncertain information available.
Every standard ITS system rely on the student model as a bench mark for decision making so if this uncertainty issue characterized with student model design is not properly handled, it may leads to having a poor and non adaptive instructional and learning environment. The fuzzy logic as a powerful computational intelligent technique is used to handle the uncertainty reasoning in student modelling [7] . The advantage of using fuzzy logic over other probabilistic techniques is very clear, the fuzzy logic theory can be used in a wide range of domains in which the information is incomplete or imprecise and because fuzzy reasoning is approximate in nature, it creates an inference procedure that helps in drawing conclusions from a set fuzzy if-then rules and one or more conditions [2] . Moreover fuzzy logic is in the form of many valued function and this made fuzzy variables to have truth values ranging in degrees between 0 and 1. Unlike in most probabilistic and traditional logic approaches where every proposition in their premises is either true or false, fuzzy logic is widely employed to deal with issues of partial truth (inherent uncertainty) where the truth values may be ranging between completely true and completely false intervals in other words fuzzy logic is used to handle reasoning that is approximate rather than fixed and exact [8] . The figure below is the description of the conceptual fuzzy student architecture. 
B. Ontology Approach to Fuzzy Student Model Design
To the artificial intelligence community, ontology is defined as an explicit specification of conceptualization [13] .The very essence of building ontology is to have a sophisticated knowledge representation about a target domain. In the general notion of semantic theory, ontology is used to encode meaning into a particular domain in order to facilitate the understanding of the relationship between entities in a domain [4] . The student model as a key component of intelligent tutoring systems use to hold information about the learner such as the learning style, personal data as well as student's academic status. For any ITS system to be very adaptive and capable of personalizing the teaching and learning process, this information within the student model must be managed effectively. Ontology is a powerful technique that is usually employed in student model design. There are two major reasons why ontology is used in student model design, first, ontology allows knowledge management and retrieval through the use of inference tools in the form of a reasoning kits to manipulate the information in the model. Secondly, ontology encourages the formal design of abstract concepts and properties in a manner that allow various tasks to re-use the concepts and properties effectively [6] . The figure 2 below is an example to show a small concept relation for an object student. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FEATURE WORK
The student model is the base for designing an effective and adaptive intelligent tutoring system. In this paper, we propose the use of two powerful computational intelligent techniques, fuzzy logic and ontology in order to build an effective student model component of ITS system. Both are suitable tools that have the manipulating power to improve the proposed model in order to enhance the intelligent tutoring environment. The basic idea behind student modelling is to make the intelligent tutoring system functional and adaptive. Fuzzy logic is an effective tool for handling uncertainties issues that most students' models are characterised with and the ontology on the other hand is one of the most recent tools for designing and managing knowledge in a particular domain. As feature enhancement, it is advisable to combine any or both techniques with any other artificial intelligent technique like data mining, genetic algorithms, neural networks to investigate what improvement that can course in improving the student model.
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